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Dear Sir/Madam,

I a m just adding my voice to the growing number of law abiding, tax paying and voting shooters that are becoming
increasingly concerned about the antics of the RSPCA. This once respectable establishment that was admired by all
well-meaning Australians has in my opinion become a den of misinformed activists.

As Australians have become more urbanised and well off they have forgotten for the most part their heritage that
has very strong rural and country connections. This country was hewn from the bush by men and women who lived
off the land. Today the Facebooking and Twittering masses can barely stand to lift their faces from the phone
screens for five minutes without feeling 'left out'. It is these people, my fellow urbanised Australians, that the RSPCA
wishes to misinform by slandering normal, responsible hunters performing an activity as old as humanity itself.

- The RSPCA has been infested by zealots and now follows the extreme Green path. These extreme Greens have an
agenda of totally removing humans from the environment and we see this time and time again by their actions in
locking up the Parks and the Wild Rivers scheme etc. They worship nature and humans are seen as a pathogen that
must be totally excluded from it. First it will be hunting, then fishing, then even bush walking. They are fascistic
totalitarians in my view and who ever gave them the right to foist their twisted morals on us?! They have no
authority over me, are not imbued with any better or higher morals they are just misanthropic megalomaniacs who
wish to control other human beings and in my opinion are dangerous. It is such a shame that we must now enjoin
the RSPCA with the likes of PETA and other anti-human organisations.

I for one will not sit idly by while a bunch of extreme green zealots slander me and rely on the ignorance of the
general population to spread their lies. I will be following this very carefully and my vote and that of my family will
depend on what happens here. The RSPCA needs reforming, with a new charter and the zealots need to be rooted
out and sacked. Let us have back an RSPCA that genuinely cares for the wellbeing of all domesticated animals and
does not use its position to push a poisonous Green ideology. Thanks for your time.

Yours sincerely

-Simon Omotosho


